
PA West Soccer Association
Open Tournament- Edinboro University

2021 COVID Guidelines
(most recent update is 4/27/21)

Coaches/Players/Spectators-

Thank you for your interest in the 2021 PaWest Open Tournament hosted on
Edinboro University Campus.  Everyone is looking to get back to “normal”
and our goal is to assist in providing a COVID safe environment for the kids
to be able to enjoy the tournament once again.  We have missed you all!  The
tournament will run under the guidance of the State and Local Government
including those rules governed by Edinboro University. Therefore, the
following guidelines have been put in place for the safety of all players,
spectators and staff attending the tournament.  Please check back often for
updates and answers to frequently asked questions.

1) Mask Policy- The Commonwealth of PA Masking Order is in place,
masks must be worn at all times when on campus including during
matches.

a) Will my player receive a yellow or red card if their mask falls
down during play?  NO, the game will not stop, however, the
player is expected to properly secure the mask at the first
available opportunity.

b) Can my player take a “mask break”...of course mask breaks are
permitted when a player/coach/speactor is not within 6 feet of
another person or when they are eating or drinking.

c) Please Note: An order is a temporary LAW which, when failed to
be followed, can result in citation from law enforcement,

2) Daily Wellness Check-each player and coach will be required to
download the PA West designated Covid screening app and complete



the daily wellness check to verify status to play.  Spectators should
answer these questions as well.

3) Spectators Policy- The current guidelines for the tournament allows
for 1 spector per player to be on the campus for games. Each player
will receive a wristband or designated “spectator” designation to be
worn by the spectator at all times during the tournament. We are
limited in the number of people permitted on campus at any one time.
Our goal will be to allow 2 spectators per player, however, that will not
be determined until June 15, 2021.  This date allows for 2 weeks to
pass from Memorial Day weekend and allow for the assessment of
transmission rates and any adjusted rules per State and Local
guidelines.

4) Spectator Zones- each field will have a designated area for spectators
with a listed capacity number to accommodate the number of spectators
permitted.

5) Dorm Housing-  Yes, Dorm housing will be available in limited
capacity.  ONLY Family suites will be offered, there will be no
co-mingling of families in suites and no individual requests taken.  You
are not required to stay on campus in order to participate in the
tournament.

6) Pods- each team is considered a POD and can socialize within the POD
provided they are socially distanced and utilize the mask policy.

Failure of our participants to follow the above guidelines could result in the
tournament being cancelled by the University or participants being prohibited
from being on campus.  Together we can meet these expectations and allow
the Open Tournament to have a successful year!  We look forward to seeing
you on the pitch!


